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Topic: The Lion’s Friend  

 Lecture- 1 

Characters:  

1. A Lion- sleeping under a tree in the forest 

2. A Little Mouse- playing nearby 

 
 

Key words: 

1. a lion 

2. a mouse 

3. jumped 

4. woke up 

5. angry 

6. threatening 

7. promised 

8. disturb 

9. friendship 

10. refused 
 

Summary: 

The story ‘The Lion’s Friend’ is about how a little mouse saves the live of a 

lion. 

Once a lion was sleeping under a tree in a forest and a little mouse was playing 

nearby. Suddenly the mouse jumped into lion and the lion woke up. He became 

angry and caught the mouse. The mouse said sorry but still the lion 

wasthreatening him to kill. The mouse promised the lion that he would never 

disturb him. Then the lion let the mouse go. The mouse thanked the lion and 

requested him for a friendship. But the lionrefusedthe friendship request. 
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Exercise  

 

 Find out whether the statements are true or false. 

1. The lion become happy. 

2. The mouse was afraid of the lion. 

3. The mouse threatened the lion to kill. 

4. The lion addressed the mouse as little creature. 

5. The lion fell into the trap. 
 

 Choose the right answer: 
1. Who was sleeping under a tree? 

i. a lion  

ii. a mouse 

iii. a boy 

iv. a hunter 

2. What was the mouse doing near the lion? 

i. sitting  

ii. sleeping 

iii. playing 

iv. walking 

3. Who woke the lion up? 

i. the baby 

ii. the mouse 

iii. the hunters 

iv. the mice. 

4. Who got trapped? 

i. the hunters 

ii. the mice 

iii. the lion 

iv. the mouse 

5. Who became friends finally? 

i. the hunters and the mice 

ii. The mouse and the lion 

iii. The mice and the mouse 

iv. the hunters and the lion 
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 Matching: 
 

A B 

a) Once a lion was i) was playing nearby. 

b) A little mouse ii)  sleeping under a tree in a forest. 

c) The lion iii) some other mice. 

d) The mouse iv)  woke up. 

e) Then the mouse called v)  assured him. 
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Topic: The Lion’s Friend  

Lecture- 2 

Characters:  

3. A Lion- sleeping under a tree in the forest 

4. A Little Mouse- playing nearby 

 

 

Key words: 

1. fell 

2. trap 

3. hunters 

4. cage 

5. ropes 

6. big hole 

7. place 

8. thanked 

9. accepted 
 

Summary: 

A few days later, the lion fellinto the trap of some hunters. He was afraid of 

going to thecage of zoo. Suddenly the little mouse came to the lion and assured 

to get him out of the trap. Then the mouse with the help of some other mice, bit 

the ropes with teeth and made a big hole. The lion came out and all of them left 

the place soon. Finally, the lion thanked the mouse and accepted his friendship. 

 

 

Exercise  

 Answer each question in one sentence:  
1. Where was the lion sleeping? 

2. What was the mouse doing nearby? 

3. Who fell into a trap? 
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4. How did the mice help the lion? 

5. What did the lion do finally? 

6. Who is lion’s little friend? 
 

 

 Fill in the gaps using suitable words: 
1. The lion became ______. 

2. The mouse was ______ in fear. 

3. The lion got as ______ as cucumber. 

4. The lion fell into the trap and he_____. 

5. The mice bit the ropes and made a big _______. 
 

 

VOCABULARY: 

 

1. Angry (adj.) -full of anger 

2. Tremble (v.)- to shake because of fear, cold etc.  

3. Threaten (v.)- to be likely to cause harm 

4. Courage (n.)- the quality of being brave 

5. Assure (v.)- to tell someone that something will happen for sure  

6. Bother (v.)- disturb 

7. Value (v.)-  consider to be important or beneficial 

8. Trap (n.) - a device to catch animals 

9. Hunter (n.)- a person or animal that hunts 

10.  Upset (adj.)- the state of being unhappy, disappointed, or worried 

11.  Roar (v.)- (of a lion or other large wild animal) utter a full, deep, 

prolonged cry 

12.  Cage (n.)- a prison cell or camp 
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Lecture 3 

Revision 

 Read The story carefully 

 Fill in the gaps using suitable words: 

1. .The lion became ______. 
2. The mouse was ______ in fear. 

3. The lion got as ______ as cucumber. 

4. The lion fell into the trap and he_____. 

5. The mice bit the ropes and made a big _______. 

 Answer each question in one sentence:  
1. Where was the lion sleeping? 

2. What was the mouse doing nearby? 

3. Who fell into a trap? 

4. How did the mice help the lion? 

5. What did the lion do finally? 

6. Who is lion’s little friend? 

 

 Write the meaning of the words. 

Courage, angry, roar, cage, value, trap, upset. 

 

 Find out whether the statements are true or false. 

1. The lion become happy. 

2. The mouse was afraid of the lion. 

3. The mouse threatened the lion to kill. 

4. The lion addressed the mouse as little creature. 

5. The lion fell into the trap. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Answer is attached at last of the lecture sheet. 

 Keywords of the story are in blue color.  
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 Dear students, please learn the word meaning above and read the story again 

and again for a better understand. Good luck and thank you.  
 

 

 

Answer (lecture 1 ) 

Find out whether the statements are true or false. 

6. The lion become happy. 

Ans: False.  

7. The mouse was afraid of the lion. 

Ans: True 

8. The mouse threatened the lion to kill. 

Ans: False 

9. The lion addressed the mouse as little creature. 

Ans: True 

10. The lion fell into the trap. 

Ans: True 

 

Choose the right answer: 

1. Who was sleeping under a tree? 

Ans: i. a lion 

2. What was the mouse doing near the lion? 

Ans: iii. playing 

3. Who woke the lion up? 

Ans: ii. The mouse 

4. Who got trapped? 

Ans: iii. the lion 

5. Who became friends finally? 

Ans: ii. The mouse and the lion 

Matching  

a + ii= Once a lion was sleeping under a tree in a forest. 

b +  i= A little mouse was playing nearby. 
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c + iv= The lion woke up. 

d+ v= The mouse assured him. 

e + iii= Then the mouse called some other mice. 

 

(Lecture 2) 

Answer each question in one sentence:  

1. Where was the lion sleeping? 

Ans:The lion was sleeping under a tree in the forest 

2. What was the mouse doing nearby? 

Ans: The mouse was playing nearby. 

3. Who fell into a trap? 

Ans: The lion fell into a trap. 

4. How did the mice help the lion? 

Ans: All the mice together bit the ropes with their teeth and made a big hole 

so that the lion can escape. 

5. What did the lion do finally? 

Ans: Finally the lion become friend with the mouse. 

6. Who is lion’s little friend? 

Ans. Mouse is the lion’s little friend.  
 

Fill in the gaps using suitable words: 

1. The lion became ______. 

Ans: angry 

2. The mouse was ______ in fear. 

Ans: trembling 

3. The lion got as ______ as cucumber. 

Ans: cool 

4. The lion fell into the trap and he_____. 

Ans: roared 

5. The mice bit the ropes and made a big _______. 

Ans: hole. 

 


